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Thanks, Kurt, and good morning everybody. We're very pleased to have the opportunity to share
our investment services plans with you this morning.
We are the global leader in investment services, connected to the world's largest investments
company, and I'd echo Curtis' remarks thatrwe benefit immensely from having one of the
smartest and largest investment management companies as our in-house client and adviser in
every solution we develop. It's a huge advantage for our company. And we have a distinct
business portfolio, which enables us to create client solutions and growth opportunities, which
are unique to BNY Mellon.
We have clear strategic growth priorities to improve our client solutions and financial
results in both the short and long term. I will explain our plans to create more client and
shareholder value within each business across our enterprise by investing in high-growth
markets, by improving our return on our existing technology investment and turning technology
into more of a strategic advantage and competitive weapon for BNY Mellon, and by turning
regulatory change into a business opportunity wherever possible.
Our transformation process, which I'm going to tell you more about, is funding the execution of
our strategy. And we will continuously improve our productivity and drive productivity up and
structural cost down every step of the way.
Our recent financial results demonstrate that our new business alignment and our
transformation process are already making a difference. We are not counting on the market
environment to improve or interest rates to normalize to drive our financial results. Rather, we
are actively leading change to improve our business performance regardless of the market
environment.
We are fortunate to be a market leader in each Investment Services business today, and we are
driving improved performance by more thorough collaboration across these businesses. We
have realigned Investment Services to achieve three strategic high-level goals. We are
determined to be the highest value provider of investment services globally, the industry service
quality and productivity leader, and the investment industry technology leader.

This alignment is helping us create more cross-business client solutions and execute our
transformation process faster, which delivers both client and shareholder value. Our
Investment Services revenue base is diverse and can be summarized into three major
categories: recurring fee revenue, transactional revenue and interest- or spread-driven revenue.
This revenue diversity is a source of strength. But we have not been immune to the impact of
lower interest rates on net interest income or securities lending spreads. Our transactional
revenue has been negatively impacted by lower volume and volatility in our trading businesses.
We expect our NII or spread-related revenue to improve with the eventual normalization of
interest rates and we expect our transactional revenue to improve with higher market volumes
and volatility as the economy improves.
But the truth is, we can't control those market forces. So we're focused on driving recovering
fee revenue growth, which is a more stable, more consistent and more valuable source of
revenue for the company. Our plan is to drive recurring fee revenue growth from business and
technology solutions that we can better control.
Here is a closer look at our revenue mix and the dynamics of our business from 2011 through
2013. We delivered revenue growth of 3.3% across Asset Servicing, clearing services and the
Treasury Services business. In fact, revenue in these three businesses has grown by 5% in the
past year. So it's accelerating.
Turning to the right, we've experienced revenue declines in our higher-margin issuer
businesses, which include Corporate Trust and Depositary Receipts. Lower interest rates and
market volatility have negatively impacted our net interest income, money fund fees, and FX
trading revenue as well. But we expect the decline in our Corporate Trust revenue to moderate
and reverse itself in the next 12 to 18 months.
Nevertheless, we recognize that factors beyond our control like interest rates and volatility have
depressed our natural growth rate. As a result, during the 2011 to 2013 period, our non-interest
expense growth exceeded our fee revenue growth. Now, obviously this is not a satisfying
outcome. So we realigned our businesses and developed a broad transformation process, which
is already creating results. In the last months, our fee revenue growth has again exceeded our
non-interest expense growth. As a result, our fee to expense coverage ratio has improved to
94%, which is evidence of progress. Let me be clear that we're not content with these results.
But we have turned the corner, we are moving the needle and we are committed to building on
this recent success.
Now, let me share some insight into our growth strategy.
Each of our Investment Services business has a distinct set of competitive dynamics and client
needs. So we have specific plans to lead profitable growth within each business. Some of these
opportunities are actually enhanced by regulatory change, such as the increase of self-clearing
firms that are exploring clearing through Pershing or the growing demand for collateral services,
which Kurt just mentioned. In addition, HedgeMark provides risk management analytics and

managed account tools for institutional investors who are seeking better governance and
transparency around hedge funds and alternative investments.
Our distinct business portfolio also enables us to create client solutions and value that our
competitors can't match. So we're asking our business leaders to think beyond their own
individual business to create cross business client solutions which enhance client relationships
and improve our revenue growth.
Speaking of client relationships, we are fortunate to serve a diverse group of industry-leading
clients across multiple market segments. We believe this client and market segment revenue
diversity is another source of strength. Industry-leading clients have the absolute highest
standards, and our ability to meet or exceed their expectations raises our value for all of our
clients.
The majority of our clients utilize solutions from both Investment Management and Investment
Services. So they are truly BNY Mellon enterprise clients and Curtis mentioned that as well. In
fact, just to give you a stat, 75% of our top 100 clients are enterprise clients, and they generate
$3.1 billion in revenue for our company today.
Investment Management's increased focus on retail intermediary and retirement distribution
enables us to create even more value for and from these enterprise client relationships. Our
increased focus on cross-business solutions enhances our ability to create value for clients and
shareholders.
The combined capabilities and intellectual capital of Investment Management and Investment
Services strengthens our overall client value proposition. These are some of the ways we're
leveraging the BNY Mellon franchise to create value today and there are more ahead. Let me
just highlight a few examples to bring this to life for you.
First, Pershing broker-dealer and advisor clients now choose Dreyfus money fund and cash
management solutions about one-third of the time. In addition, BNY Mellon custody clients also
choose Dreyfus money funds almost one-third of the time. Collectively, our Investment Services
clients invest over $125 billion in cash management assets with Dreyfus, and the value of those
investments will rise substantially when interest rates normalize.
We believe we can build on the success of these Dreyfus cash management relationships with
our clients to deliver more investment choices such as mutual funds and managed account
solutions from our Investment Management group.
A second example – and Curtis referenced to this – is last year we launched the pilot program to
deliver private banking solutions to Pershing’s independent registered investment advisor
clients. And we've already provided credit facilities such as investment credit lines and jumbo
mortgages in excess of three quarters of a billion dollars in one year. And now we're extending
those private banking services to our broker-dealer clients, as well.

A third example is that our Asset Servicing team provides a mutual fund sub-accounting
platform, which enables Pershing to support millions of individual investors in their mutual fund
investments and 529 plans – another example of the 30 different fund manager clients who now
benefit from our integrated prime brokerage and prime custody model, which Kurt just
referenced.
Now I just touched on four examples, but there are many more. The punch line is we are
leveraging the BNY Mellon franchise more effectively to create real value for our clients and our
shareholders today and we have specific plans to create even more value in the future.
This historic period of low economic growth, low interest rates and rapid regulatory change has
put pressure on all major financial institutions. But it also creates growth opportunities for us in
Investment Services.
In this environment, financial institutions are increasingly looking for technology and business
solutions which lower their capital investment and liquidity requirements, reduce their capital
investment overall, lower their cost and improve their profitability. Our Investment Services
business model does exactly that. It delivers variable costs, shared economies of scale
solutions which reduces our clients' capital investment and improves their profitability.
And under the pressures of this environment, even the biggest and the best financial
institutions are reevaluating their value proposition and they are relying more on the variable
cost business solutions that we deliver. As a result, we are making strategic platform
investments in high-growth markets aligned with a high-quality anchor client in each case.
Each of these markets serving global wealth managers, mutual fund managers, hedge fund
managers and alternative investment managers with alternative investment services have
strong growth dynamics. So we're developing platform solutions that can be leveraged by all of
our clients to create the shared economies of scale both our clients and our shareholders
benefit from.
These strategic platforms require substantial upfront investment but we believe the long-term
returns justify these important investments in the future of our company.
Some of you have asked for more transparency regarding our strategic platform investments
and, as you can see, these investments create a drag on our margins in the near-term but
become additive in 2017 and create significant revenue growth and margin expansion beyond
that. Our transformation process will fund these strategic platform investments and we will still
deliver improved financial results, which I'll explain shortly.
The biggest variable or wild card in our business and financial plans is global regulatory change.
This month marks the six-year anniversary since the peak of the financial crisis and we're just
over 50% through the implementation of global regulatory reform. Some regulatory changes are
in clear focus now, which improves our ability to estimate the impact on our clients and in our
business model but there are more regulatory changes still in development, so there is still a

reasonable degree of uncertainty ahead. These are just selected examples of the regulatory
changes that we have on our radar screen right now and it's not an all-inclusive list by any
means.
In order to fund this ongoing regulatory change, invest in strategic growth, and adequately
reward shareholders along the way, we need to actively transform our business and so we are.
As I mentioned earlier, last year we launched a broad-based transformation process. It's an
enterprise transformation process and it's important because it enables us to fund our revenue
growth, deal with regulatory change investments and still deliver positive operating margins
and shareholder value along the way. Through our transformation process, we've already
identified specific initiatives to generate $500 million in structural cost savings over the next
three years. And though we have a clear line of sight on $500 million, we are serious about
transformation being a continuous improvement process. So we will build on this total as our
transformation process matures.
Our transformation process has four key components.





Business excellence is about maximizing our business performance by implementing
best practices and learning from each other across Investment Services.
Continuous process improvement is about improving the client and employee experience
and service quality while reducing risk and costs.
Corporate services is about optimizing our procurement, vendor management.
And real estate portfolio and client technology solutions excellence is about improving
our return on technology investment and positioning technology as more of a strategic
asset to our company and future revenue source.

Let me briefly share some insight on each of the four components.
The business excellence process has many parts but, for the sake of time, I'll just
highlight our business portfolio review process. As Gerald mentioned, we are continuously
reviewing subscale low-margin and unprofitable businesses through a forward-looking
regulatory change lens. We have already taken all the actions you see here and we will continue
to optimize our portfolio on an ongoing basis. The goal is simple. We are actively reducing
investment in activities that don't create enough client and shareholder value and reinvesting
the money in activities and solutions that do.
The continuous process improvement component of our transformation process seeks to
improve our client and employee productivity and service quality while reducing cost and risk. In
our previous operational excellence efforts, we did a good job at shifting work to lower cost
locations but our continuous process improvement strategy is different; it changes the very
nature of the work. For example, we've identified 40 core global processes and are assigning
leaders to baseline and benchmark unit costs and process costs for each of these processes.
We're also measuring straight-through processing rates for each process and setting goals for
ongoing improvement and we've consolidated or retired hundreds of technology applications in
the past two years, including the retirement of one of our core custody platforms. We are using

all the levers outlined here with the aid of Digital Pulse, our new Big Data solution, to drive
continuous productivity improvement, lower structural costs, both for our clients and for our
company.
The next component of our transformation process is corporate services. This effort will create
more value from our external vendor and internal business partner relationships. We're also
leveraging our scale more effectively in the procurement process and we're aligning our
business and global process owner strategy with our real estate strategy. In the future, we will
operate out of fewer, more cost-efficient locations, enabling us to collaborate more effectively
and create career pathing opportunities for our employees. This will also simplify our global
footprint and reduce our real estate costs significantly over time.
As Gerald mentioned, the recent sale of our headquarters building at One Wall Street
significantly reduced our footprint in lower Manhattan and it demonstrates our commitment to
making the difficult and challenging decisions necessary to transform this company for future
success.
The final component of our transformation plan is client technology solutions excellence. You'll
be hearing more about our technology strategy in some detail from our CIO, Suresh Kumar, in
just a few minutes. So I won't step on all of his lines. But let me just set the stage for Suresh
from a business strategy perspective.
To be the highest value provider of investment services globally, we believe we need to be the
industry technology leader as well. We have always delivered the reliable technology our clients
depend on for clearing for custody for settlement and for core processing, but now we're
shifting our strategy to develop, integrate, and deliver technology solutions to help our clients
manage their entire business more profitably across the entire investment lifecycle. This means
we increasingly think of BNY Mellon as a technology and business solutions company. Services
such as clearing, custody and core processing will still serve as the foundation of what we do,
but we're extending our value proposition by extending the technology platforms and solutions
we deliver.
To support the execution of this vision, we need to create a higher return on our existing
technology investment and Suresh will explain exactly how we're doing that already. We will
leverage this improved return on our existing technology investment to extend our client
technology solutions and make our clients and our company more profitable in the process.
Today we generate about $400 million in revenue from technology solutions and we think that's
just the beginning. Our new technology strategy will strengthen client relationships, drive
recurring fee revenue growth, and create a competitive advantage for BNY Mellon in the future.
Before we turn to our three-year financial targets, let me briefly summarize what we've just
covered quickly. We are committed to three simple but very powerful goals. We have clear
priorities, to accelerate revenue growth, to improve the performance of our existing business
and comply with new regulatory mandates, and to execute our transformation process to fund
all of these priorities.

The bottom line is that we're going to continuously improve our productivity and reduce
structural costs and improve our return to shareholders every step of the way.
And speaking of the bottom line, let me summarize how all this translates into financial results.
We have two sets of financial goals, one based on no change in interest rates or a flat-rate
scenario and the other is based on normalized interest rates beginning in the middle of 2015,
which Todd Gibbons is going to explain in more detail in a little while.
In a flat-rate scenario, we believe we can achieve revenue growth in a range of 3% to 4% and
pre-tax income growth in the range of 4% to 6%.
And in a normalized rate environment, we believe we can achieve higher revenue growth in a
range of 4% to 6% and pre-tax income growth between 10% and 12%.
Now, we obviously can't control the timing and direction of interest rates or frankly we would
have raised them a lot sooner, but we can control our own transformation process, we can
improve our own productivity, and we can reduce our structural costs and we will do all of those
things.
These goals reflect our strong belief that we can improve shareholder returns regardless of the
interest rate environments. And these financial goals reflect our confidence in our own ability to
execute the plans we just discussed and build on the improved results that you've been seeing
in the past year.
We really appreciate the opportunity to share our Investment Services plan with you this
morning and look forward to engaging with you later in the Q&A or in the Tech Expo.
And we really do thank you for your investment of time with us.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
A number of statements in our presentations, the accompanying slides and the responses to your questions are
“forward-looking statements.” These statements relate to, among other things, The Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation’s (the “Corporation”) expectations regarding: our priorities; expense management; positioning for
earnings growth; investments in organic and revenue growth opportunities and optimizing business mix; impact
and upside of normalized conditions; run-rate savings of continuous process improvement; consolidation of
operating platforms; return on technology spend; operating leverage; returns on tangible capital; financial
priorities; expanding margins; ability and estimated time to meet liquidity coverage ratio (“LCR”) and other liquidity
and capital standards and regulatory requirements; anticipated tactical, deposit base and balance sheet actions in
current and normalized environments; changes in the composition and yield of investment securities in connection
with the LCR; target, projected and estimated (in current and normalized environments) capital ratios, LCR and
leverage ratios, net interest margin, return on common equity, return on tangible common equity, deposit levels
and run-off, EPS and revenue growth; capital plans and position, including target total payout ratio, dividends and
share repurchases; possible actions to meet the supplementary leverage ratio requirement and estimated impact
to ratio; normalized environment outlook; financial goals in the current environment and normalized environment
on an operating basis; strategic priorities and key initiatives in investment management and margin impact;

investment management financial goals in a flat and rising rate environment; positioning of markets group for
outperformance; markets group strategic priorities and impact on growth, profitability and return on capital;
estimated revenue contribution by business line of markets group; markets group revenue growth and operating
margin; investment services strategic priorities and transformation process and impact on operating margins and
earnings growth; strategic platform investments and margin impact; investment services fee growth; investment
services financial goals in a flat rate and rising rate environment; strategic priorities in technology; estimated
indexed storage demand, demand for computing, infrastructure cost, headcount, application development unit and
total cost and strategic investment as a percentage of portfolio; technology infrastructure and monetizing
technology capabilities; and statements regarding the Corporation's aspirations, as well as the Corporation’s
overall plans, strategies, goals, objectives, expectations, estimates, intentions, targets, opportunities and
initiatives. These forward-looking statements are based on assumptions that involve risks and uncertainties and
that are subject to change based on various important factors (some of which are beyond the Corporation’s
control).
Actual results may differ materially from those expressed or implied as a result of the factors described under
“Forward Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors” in the Corporation’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2013 (the “2013 Annual Report”), and in other filings of the Corporation with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Such forward looking statements speak only as of October 28, 2014, and
the Corporation undertakes no obligation to update any forward looking statement to reflect events or
circumstances after that date or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. For additional information
regarding the Corporation, please refer to the Corporation's SEC filings available at
www.bnymellon.com/investorrelations.
Non-GAAP Measures: In this presentation we may discuss some non-GAAP adjusted measures in detailing the
Corporation’s performance. We believe these measures are useful to the investment community in analyzing the
financial results and trends of ongoing operations. We believe they facilitate comparisons with prior periods and
reflect the principal basis on which our management monitors financial performance. Additional disclosures
relating to non-GAAP adjusted measures are contained in the Corporation’s reports filed with the SEC, including
the 2013 Annual Report, our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended June 30, 2014 and the
Corporation’s Earnings Release for the quarter ended September 30, 2014, included as an exhibit to our Current
Report on From 8-K filed on October 17, 2014, available at www.bnymellon.com/investorrelations.
DISCLOSURES
BNY Mellon Investment Management is one of the world’s leading investment management organizations and one
of the top U.S. wealth managers, encompassing BNY Mellon’s affiliated investment management firms, wealth
management organization and global distribution companies. BNY Mellon is the corporate brand of The Bank of
New York Mellon Corporation and may also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its
various subsidiaries generally. Products and services may be provided under various brand names and in various
countries by subsidiaries, affiliates and joint ventures of The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation where
authorized and regulated as required within each jurisdiction.
Products or services described herein are provided by BNY Mellon, its subsidiaries, affiliates or related companies
and may be provided in various countries by one or more of these companies where authorized and regulated as
required within each jurisdiction. Certain investment vehicles may only be offered through regulated entities or
licensed individuals, such as a bank, a broker-dealer or an insurance company. However, this material is not
intended, nor should be construed, as an offer or solicitation of services or products or an endorsement thereof in
any jurisdiction or in any circumstance that is otherwise unlawful or unauthorized. The investment products and
services mentioned here are not insured by the FDIC (or any other state or federal agency), are not deposits of or
guaranteed by any bank and may lose value.
This material is not intended as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security, and it is not provided
as a sales or advertising communication and does not constitute investment advice. MBSC Securities Corporation,
a registered broker-dealer, FINRA member and wholly owned subsidiary of BNY Mellon, has entered into
agreements to offer securities in the U.S. on behalf of certain BNY Mellon Investment Management firms.

Securities in Canada are offered through BNY Mellon Asset Management Canada Ltd., registered as a Portfolio
Manager and Exempt Market Dealer in all provinces and territories of Canada, and as an Investment Fund Manager
and Commodity Trading Manager in Ontario.
The value of investments and the income from them is not guaranteed and can fall as well as rise due to stock
market and currency movements. When you sell your investment you may get back less than you originally
invested.
Rankings include assets managed by BNY Mellon’s investment boutiques and BNY Mellon Wealth Management.
Each ranking may not include the same mix of firms.
Alcentra Limited, Insight Investment Management Limited, Newton Capital Management Limited, Newton
Investment Management Limited and Walter Scott & Partners Limited are authorized and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. The registered address for Alcentra Limited is 10 Gresham Street, London, EC2V7JD,
England. The registered address for Insight Investment and Newton is BNY Mellon Centre, 160 Queen Victoria
Street, London, EC4V 4LA, England. The registered address for Walter Scott is One Charlotte Square, Edinburgh,
EH2 4DR, Scotland.
The Alcentra Group refers to the affiliated companies Alcentra, Ltd. and Alcentra NY, LLC. AUM includes assets
managed by both companies.
BNY Mellon Cash Investment Strategies (CIS) is a division of The Dreyfus Corporation. IMPORTANT INFORMATION
129 Disclosures
Insight Investment Management Limited and Meriten Investment Management GmbH do not offer services in the
U.S. This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any of the firms’
services or funds to any U.S. investor, or where otherwise unlawful.
BNY Mellon owns 90% of The Boston Company Asset Management, LLC and the remainder is owned by employees
of the firm.
BNY Mellon owns a 19.9% minority interest in The Hamon Investment Group Pte Limited, the parent company of
Blackfriars Asset Management Limited and Hamon Asian Advisors Limited which both offer investment services in
the U.S.
Insight investment's assets under management are represented by the value of cash securities and other economic
exposure managed for clients. Services offered in the U.S., Canada and Australia by Pareto Investment
Management Limited under the Insight Pareto brand.
Meriten Investment Management GmbH does not offer services in the U.S It was formerly known as WestLB Mellon
Asset Management KAG mbH.
The Newton Group (“Newton”) is comprised of the following affiliated companies: Newton Investment Management
Limited, Newton Capital Management Limited (NCM Ltd) and Newton Capital Management LLC (NCM LLC). NCM
LLC personnel are supervised persons of NCM Ltd and NCM LLC does not provide investment advice, all of which is
conducted by NCM Ltd. Only NCM LLC and NCM Ltd offer services in the U.S. AUM for the Newton Group include
assets managed by all of these companies (except NCM LLC).
BNY Mellon owns a 20% interest in Siguler Guff & Company, LP and certain related entities (including Siguler Guff
Advisers, LLC).
Securities transactions are effected, where required, only through registered broker-dealers. Pershing is the
umbrella name for Pershing LLC (member FINRA, SIPC and NYSE), Pershing Advisor Solutions (member FINRA and
SIPC), Pershing Prime Services (a service of Pershing LLC), Pershing Limited (UK), Pershing Securities Limited,

Pershing Securities International Limited (Ireland), Pershing (Channel Islands) Limited, Pershing Securities Canada
Limited, Pershing Securities Singapore Private Limited and Pershing Securities Australia Pty. Ltd. SIPC protects
securities in customer accounts of its members up to $500,000 in securities (including $250,000 for claims for
cash). Explanatory brochure available upon request or at www.sipc.org. SIPC does not protect against loss due to
market fluctuation. SIPC protection is not the same as, and should not be confused with, FDIC insurance.
Investment products (other than deposit products) referenced in this brochure (including money market funds) are
not insured by the FDIC (or any other state or federal agency), are not deposits of or guaranteed by BNY Mellon or
any bank or non-bank subsidiary thereof, and are subject to investment risk, including the loss of principal amount
invested.

